PROJECT OVERVIEW
Women’s Impact, Inc. provides an energizing arena for women of purpose and passion to enrich their
own and each other’s lives. Through connection, education, and recognition, Women’s Impact, Inc.
encourages members to unleash their power to realize their full potential.

THE CHALLENGE
The previous website for Women’s Impact had issues with brand identity, user experience, and website
security.
The website did not capture the essence of the organization and missed out on a connection with the
intended audience. The website’s primary purpose was for visitors to become members of the
organization. However, it was not clear how to become a member and who can join. The content was
limited as tasks such as finding events, engaging in upcoming seminars, and donating to the
organization were not implemented. Since the previous website did not emphasize with Women’s Impact
brand identity, it hindered conversion goals.
The experience was hard to enjoy for web visitors because the website was not organized, and the
reading and type font was not easy to read. As for current members, the existing member directory
presented a poor user experience. Because the directory did not integrate with the website, it wasn’t
easy to view and slow to operate. Members could not update their information freely, leaving contact
information outdated.
The directory was also accessible to anyone and used a coding structure that was prone to hacking.
These issues add to the security threats. Furthermore, the website’s security maintenance had been
neglected, as plugins and themes needed updating, which hackers could take advantage of.

THE APPROACH
The goal of the redesign was to update the overall structure of the
website and implement the established product color
categorizing. By organizing product lines, it made it easy for a
customer to find products.
We worked to develop design concepts that reflected the
understood goals. Then, we transformed the concept illustration
into a functional website interface.
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THE RESULTS
We successfully delivered a website that captured the
embodiment of Women’s Impact. Website visitors now understand
who the organization is and what is offered to members.
Members can easily manage their profiles and navigate the new
Membership Center to engage with each other. Donations are
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now available to visitors to make directly on the website.
We improved the coding structure to provide greater security. We
will continue to provide website security and maintenance to keep
the website up-to-date and protect the website from vulnerabilities.
Our efforts provided Women’s Impact with a website that had a
strong brand identity and improved user experience and website
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security.

Membership inquiries are up. Interest in our organization is
growing. People are finding us. All of this is thanks to a website
that accurately showcases who we are and what we do. IGV's
professionalism, patience, and creativity led to a redesigned
website that moved us from an antiquated platform to a
dynamic site that is easy to update and maintain. Their on-going
support and encouragement makes it a joy to work with the IGV
team.
Shelley Schweitzer
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